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EFFECTS OF WING FLEXIBILITY AIW
DURING LANDING
VARIABLE AIR LIFT UPON WING BENDING MOMELWS
IMPACTS OF A SMALL SEAPLANE 1
By KENNETH F. MERTENand EDGARB. BECK
SUMMARY
.-l .fnwoth-wa.ter-lawling inre8tigati0n
xmall seaplane to obtain experimental
ww conducted with a
wing-bending-moment
time hiato-ties together with ~imc hi-stories o~ the r&ou8 pa-
rameters necemzry for the prediction of mung bending momenik
during hydrodynamic impact. l?te experimental resuh were
compared with cakulated rewlt~ which include iwrtia-hd
~Ject8 and the ejlcts of air-load iw.rt”ati”onduring impac~. The
re~porises of tb f undamental mode were cakdated with the use
of the measured hydrodynamic forcing fu.nctbrw. From the8e
re~ponses, the wing bending moment8 due to the hydrodynamic
load were calculated according to the procedure giren in R. & U.
.Vo. M?i?l. !l’h~ comparison of the time h&otie8 of the experi-
mental and ra.ku[ated wing bending moments 8howed good
agreement both in pha~e rela.iiiwwhip of tlM owi[lti”ong and in
numerkal iwlue8.
The e$ect$ of 8tructura~ $efi”fi[ity on the wing bending
moment were large, the dynamic component of the total moment
being a.s much aa 97 percent of tht static component. C%ange8
in the wing bending moment due to the ram”ationin air load dur-
ing impact were of about th< 8ame magnitude a8 the 8tatic
uuter-kd componenL
INTRODUCTION
Recent trends in the design of aircraft have led to an
important increase of the stressesproduced in wings by land-
ing impacts. Two sigrMcant factors contributing to these
increased stressesduring landing are an increased proportion
of the airplane weight in the wings and an increased struc-
tural flexibility, since, inmost cases, these factors have caused
the ratios of the times to peak of the applied landing loads
to the period of the fundamental mode to approach a critical
wdue.
SemraI simphfmd methods have been developed for deter-
mining the inertia loads in wing structures during landing
impacts, and studies have been made of the Ianding-impact
inertia loads in simplfied structures with the use of the
principles of these methods. Although experimental investi-
gations have been made to determine the ma=titudes of
inertia Ioads in actuaI airplane structures, little correlation
of theory and experiment has been made concerning the
nature and magnitude of inertia loads in airpIane wings
during actual landing impacts.
Another aspeot of the prcbIem of wing Ioads d- knd-
ing is the variation of air load due to changes of attitude
and @t path dur@ impact. The importance of this -
change in air load has been the subject of some speculation _
but Iittle investigation.
In order to evaluate the importance of the various com-
—.—
ponents of the Ioad, including dynamic effects and variation
in air load, data were obtained during full+cds Ianding tests ..-.
of a small seaplane to provide a comparison of actual wing
Ioads with those predicted by a simplided method
(reference 1).
The present report gives a comparison of the theoretic81
and e.xperimentaIwing loads, in the form of time histories of
the whg bending moments, and discusses the contributions _+
of each of the components of the moment (static water-load __
moment, dynamic water-Ioad moment.,and air-Ioad moment)
to the tAd. The static and dynamic components of tbo
totaI moment were calculated and combined acecrd@ to
the procedure of reference 1, with the responses of the funda-
mental mode being calculated from the recorded time histories
of the appIied forces. The air-load component -was calcu-
lated by a simpIfied method which is described in this report.
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bending moment in wing, pound-inches
load factor, multiples of g
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wing surface area, square feet
duration of impact, seconds
—
tiie to peak of appIied Ioad, seconds
natural period of fundamental mode, seconds
dynamic response factor, ratio of maximum total
water-load wing bendi~ moment to maximum.—
static water-load bendhg moment .—
veIooit.y of seaplane, feet per second
angIe of attack, degrees --
flight-path angle, degrees
prefix denoting chan&
density, slugs per cubic foot
..—
trim angIe, degrees
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Subscripts:
c corrected for air load
h horizontal
n normal to keel
o at time“of water contact
P parallel to keel
r recorded
T total
v vertical
Vnflx maximum
APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTATION
The airplane used in thepresent investigation was a smd
two-engine seaplane (fig. 1). Pertinent information about
the seaplane is given in table I, and additional information
may be obtained from reference 2. The frcquimcy and shape
of t]]e fundame.ntal wing bending mode were found from
ground vibration tests and are given in table II and figure 2.
The spanwise weight distribution is aIao given in table II.
The trim variation was measured with a gyroscopic trim
recorder mounted iu the cabin floor. The airspeed was
measured with an I$TACAairspeed recorder, pitot-static-~ubc
type, mounted above the cabin. Accelerations of the center
of gravity were ob taincd from an NACA optical-record~o
three-component accelerometer mounted securely in the
fuselage near the ceuter of gravity. The time of contact
was determined from a water-contact indicator located on
the keel at the main step. The hull immersions were deter-
mined from pressuregages installed along the bottom of the
Ml. The wing bending moments were measured by means
of a strain gage mounted on the wing main spar 9 inches
from tho center line of the seaplane (lmreinafter referred to
as station 9).
The estimated accuracies of the experimental data based
on calibration, instrument, and reading error are as foIlows:
Horizontal velocity, I’&,feet per mcond ----------------------- ..+ 4
Trfmangle, r, de~a ----------------------------------- +!3.25
Load factor, n, multiples of g------------------------------ +0. z
Initial wing Iift, & multiples of g-_---------------------.- +0. 05
Total wing bending moment, MT, pound-inches -------- + O.05X 1(P
TEST PROCEDURE
The landing-impact. tests were made in smooth water.
During these landing tests, aimpecd, trim variation, center-
of-gravity accelerations, and wing-spar bending momenta
were rccordcd. The landings were made at horizontal veloc-
ities ranging from 95.4 to 112.0 feet per second, trim angles
ranging from 3.00° to 7.83°, and im-tial flight-path angles
ranging from 2.0° to 4.4°. The resulting maximum center-
of-gravity accelerations normal to the kecl line ranged from
1.10g to 1.96g and the duration of the impacts varied from
0.03 to 0,87 second. The times to peak of these normal
accelerations rangecl from 0.10 to 0.36 second. Values of
them parametetwand other pertinent information for all the
tests are presented in table HI.
4
1 NACA optfcd-readngthree-mmponent a Pmsure ewes end water mntzctd
accelerometer
2 @rY3smIMotrlrn recorder 4 Water-contact hrdfeztor
TABLE I
GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT SEAPLANE USED IX
LANDING-IMPACT INVESTIGATIOX
Approximate flying weight during tests, lb. ---------------- 19,’200
Stalling speed (tips dowu), fps--------------------------- 94
Wing area, sq fat -------------------------------------- 730.6
First natural frequency, OHS------------------------------ 4.76
Second natural frequency, cps ---------------------------- 13.0
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TABLE II
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION AND UNITIZED MODE SHAPE
FOR FUNDAMENT.4L BENDING MODE (4.76 CPS)
OF WING SEMISPAN
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TABLE III
FLIGHT .iXD IMPACT VARIABLES
THEORY
WILLIAMS” METHOD
In reference 1 a method was proposed for calculating the
d-ynamic effect of an impulsive load applied to an eIastic
structure. BasicrWy, the method follows chssiod normal-
mode vibration theory by considering the total response
of the elastic structure to a forcing function at any instant
to be the summation of the responses of W of its normal
modes at that instant.. Hoviever, a unique feature of the
method is that the total response of each mode is separated
into a static and a dynamic component, and the strew due
to the sum of the static components of the responses of aII
the modes is found in one calculation by rigid-body analysis.
Thii stress is referred to as the static-load stress. The
strass of each mode due to its dynamic component of re-
sponse is found separately. The total stress is the sum of the
static-load stress and the dynamic components of stress
for the significant modes. Time histories of stress are found
in these calculations and thus phase relationships of the
modes are considered when the stresses for each mode are
added.
AIRLOAD VARIATIOX
In &tarninkg tie effect of air-load -mriations on the
wing bending moment dur@ impact, the air load was
assumed to change instantaneously with change in angle of
attack and the rate of change in air load was assumed to be
slow enough to neglect excitation of structund dynamic
response. Also, the ratio of air-load bending moment to
lift -was assumed to be constant for all impacts. On the
basis of these assumptions, the air-load moment at any time
during the impact JI was reIated to the M L and the mtio
of bending moment to lift at time of contact S&lL by the
following equation:
M= ~ L()
.in average value of .UJ.& obtained from the measured
values of lift and moment at time of contact, was used in
this equation. The variation of lift L was determined
from time histories of the angle of attack and velocity in
conjunction wit-ha lift curve (CLplotted against a] determined
for the wing with flaps deflected. This lift curve WIIS
determined by fairii~ a line with the sIope of the available
lift curve without flaps deflected through the “values of
CLcomputed for alI the imparts from the measurd -relocity,
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angle of attack, and center-of-gravity acceleration at time of
contact. With the variation in total air-load moment thus
determined, the change in air-Ioad M-@ bending moment
during impact MI was found from the following equation:
..—
-—
AJI=MO-.M
CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS
‘J?he variations of the wing angle of attack and docity .—
during impart necessary for computing the changes in air-load ._
bending moment were determined for each impact from the
recorded data in the following manner. The accelerations
normal and parallel to the keel line, obtained from the .-
three-component center-of~ravity accelerometer, viere plot-
ted (fig. 3). After the trim-angle variation (&. 4 (a)) vias ““
.- ..-—
taken into account, these accelerations were resolved “into .._,
vertical and horizontal components. Integration of the _
time histories of these acceleratiom over the d~tio~ of ..
the impact produced time histories of the ChSWeS ~ =rtical _
and horizontal velocities. Since the vertical velocity at the
time of contact was not accmately known, the initial ~
.—,-
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(a) Amelemtlon walIel to wfwle.nekeelhe dwkw lmwet.
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velocity was determined so that integration of the time-
history curve over the duration of the impact resulted in a
final vertical displacement of zero. (The duration of the
impact is defiucd as tho interval between the time of contact
and the time when the center of gravity again reached its
initlialheight above the mean water line. The instant of
contact was found from a water-contact indicator on the
step and the time history of the center-of-gravity displacc-
ment was detmmined from the times of immersion and
emereionof the hull pressuregages, the fixed location of the
centw of gravity relative to th~ step, and trim-angle time
history.) Integration of the time-history curve of the
corrected vertical velocity from time of contact to tlw time
of zero vertical velocity dehmnimd the ma~imum displace-
ment of the center of gravity. The nmsimum displacements
determined in this manner for aU the impacts agreed within
wcperin~entaIerror with t.ho maximum displacements cal-
culated from the huI1 pressure gages. With the use of the
corrected vertical-velocity and horizontal-velocity timo
Ilistories, time hist0ric9 of the fhght-path angle y and the
resultant velocity were computed. From the time histories
of trim angle ~ (fig. 4 (a)) and flighhpath angle ~ (fig. 4 (b)),
the time history of the angle of attack a was computed
(fig, 4 (c)).
With the use of the time historiw of angle of attack and
resultant velocity, the changes in bending moment in the
wing at station 9 due to the changes in air load were deter-
mined for each impact in tho manner described in the
section entitled “Air-Load Variation” and are presented in
parts (a) of figures 5 to 10.
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The proccdurc of referen~ 1 was used to computfi the
bending moments because it provides a convenient means of
tipplying the principles essential tQ a dynamic-loads analysis
which results in time histories of tile wing bending moments.
The forcing function for each impact was determined from
the normal acceleration measured in the hull by an accelerom-
e.fm located near the seaplane center of gravity. Because
of the manner of connection between the wing and hull
(fig. 1), the measured acceleration was not appreciably
affected by the oscillations of the wing. By including the
effect of the va@ng wing lift on the centcr+f-gravity
acceleration, the acceleration normal to t-he keel line due
to the hydrodynamic force only was detwnined. From this
acceleration and the mass of the seaplane, the hydrodynamic
forcing function was calculated. The dynamic respons=
of thesignificantmodes to this forcing function were comp~lted
by a recurrence method developed at the Langley Structures
Research Division in which the actual forcing function
is used without approximation. Only the dynamic eflect-s”
of the fun(himentsd bending mode were included in the
final rwndtsbecause calculations showed the dymnnic effects
of the second symmetrical bencling mode to be negligible.
This observation was borne out by the absence of higher
mode effects on the strain+pge records. The calcukited
time histories of the static water-load and dynamic. water-
loRd components of wing bending moment. at station 9 me
presented in parts (a) of figures 5 to 10. The spamvise
bending-moment distribution for the fundamental-mode lg
inertia loading calculated as set forth in reference 1, a
lg static water loading, and a level-flight loading are plotted
in figure 11. The wdues of the bending moment at station
9 used in the application of the method of reference 1 were
obtained from this plot.
These three components of wing-bending-moment changes
obtained in this manner for station 9 were combined and
added to the wing bending moment existing at the instant
of contact. This total theoretical wing bending moment is
presented in parts (b) of figures 5 to 10 together with the
wing-bending-moment variation measured by the strain
gage at station 9.
DISCUSSION
~omparisons between the total tlworeticaI and e.xperi-
rncntal wing bending moments are presented in parts (b)
of figures 5 tolo. The comparisons are made only for wing
station 9 because the bending momeuts in the outer wing
scc.tion were so small as to be of the same order as the
estimated error. Only the dynamic effects of the funda-
mental bending mode were included in the final results
because calculations showed the dynamic effects of the
second symmetrical. bending mode to be negligible. This
negligibility was borne out by the absence of higher-mode
effects on the strain-gage records. The comparisons show
the predicted values to be in good agreement with the experi-
mental values. As can be seen from the figures, the phase
relationships beLwcen the theoretical and experimental
1
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ralues are consistently good, and the maximum changes
from initial conditions show a range of error of 5 to 28 per-
cent based on the experimental values of the maximum
-hanges in wing moment. These results indicate that when
he three components of moment are included in tho theory
good agreement is obtained.
A comparison of the level-flight bcndhg moment and the
change in bending moment due to the heaviest impact of
the test-sshows that the maximum change in bending mo-
ment accompanying a downward motion of tho wing was
approximately 50 percent of h hmel-flight moment (figs. 11
and 5 (b)). This maximum bending-moment change was
produced by a 2.03g impact. When any diffwenccs in
the response factor and any chango in air-load bending
moment are neglected, landings of over 4g would be required
for the downward motion of the wing merely to start stress
reversal in the wing. Siilarly, even if the maximum
dynamic water-load bending moment (fig. 8 (a)) caused by
a 1.94g impact. were to be twice as large for a 49 impact,
were to exist after the water load was removed, and were to
be superposed on a level-flighb moment, the moment pro-
duced by the upward motion of the wing WOUMstill IN less
than twice the level-flight moment. Therefore, the change in
bending moment due to a landing impact is unimportant
in this seaplane. insofar as this change will not produce
critical stresses at the wing root. This unimportance may
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be ~argely attributed to the fact that the fundamental
mode lg inertia loading is rdatively small as compared
with a level-flight Ioading (~. 11).
The effects of structural flexibility on the computed bend-
ing moments can be seen by comparing the static and dy-
namic components of the water-load bending moment in
parts (a) of figures 5 to 10 and by observing the dynamic
response factors u in table III. The dynamic ovwstress
attributable to structural flexibility is the dynamic compo-
nent of stressin parts (a) of figures 5 to 10 and is represented
in the response factor u by the amount that this factor difkrs
from unity. Since response factors as high as 1.97 are ob-
tained, the dynamic owrstrees sometimes contributes an
increment of stress almost as large as the static water-load
stress. This observatio~ is in agreement with the resuhs of
other investigators and shows the necessity of using dynamic
ana.1.ysesin landing-load investigations.
The change in wing bending moment. due to change in air
load on the wing is a function of the changes in ~elocity and
angle of attack. (See the section entitled “Air-Load Vmia-
tion.”) k these teats the changes in velocity during the
impacts were small (table III) and the changes in air-load
bending moment were therefore a.hnost entirely attributable
to the changes in angle of attack. Since the angle of attack
is a fund ion of the t-rimand flight-path angles, large changes
in angle of attack will occur when the trim and ilight-path
m@es change to a great degree. For the relati~ely snd
changes in trim angle and fight-path angle which occurred
in these tests (the maximum -dues being 9.31° and 7.0°,
respectively) ~air-load changes asIarge as 0.2g were computed.
For this airplane, these changes in air-load bending moment
were of about the same magnitude as the bending-moment-
changw due to the static component of loading (parts (a) of
figs. 5 to 10) and inchsion of the effects of air-load changes
in the calculations w= therefore necessary. For other air-
planes with structural and mass characteristics conducive
to large inertia-~oadmoments, the bending-moment changes
accompanying a 0.2g chmge in air load -irouId be srnrdl
relatire to the changes in bending moment caused by inertia
loads. However, for more severe chang= in flight-path
angle, which should be considered in a design anrdysis, the
effects of the change in air load on the bending moment in
the wing may still be large enough to wmrant consideration
in a design amdysis. Further investigation is necessary to
determine the importance of this air-load wmiation in design-
strength calculations.
In most landing tests the 8pplied forcing functions are
not easily obtained from the center-of-gravity acce~erat.ions
because of the superposed accelerations caused by structural
oscillations. But because the fuselage of this airplane is
connected to the wing by struts located near the nodal point
of the fundamentrd mode which represented the greatest
portion of the wing bending and by a nonstructurrd faking
which neither transmitted nor inta-fered with the wing oscil-
lations, the accelerometer in the fuselage was not appreciably
affected by the wing oscillations in thee-stests.
The calculation of the dynamic response of each of the nor-
mal modes of the seaplane in~olves sohring for the response
of an equivalent simple spring-mass system to the given
forcing function. In this calculation it is common practice
to approximatee the forcing function in order to simplify the
computation. Howerer, the responses used in this report
were computed from the actual forcing functions because
trial calculations showed that errors as large as 20 percent
in the totaI response of the simple spring-mass system
ccdd be introduced by use of apparently good simple
approximations.
CO~CLUS103KJ
Experiment.al wing bending moments obtained from a
landing-impact investigation with a small full+ctde seaplane
were compared with analytical results. The effects of the
variation in air load during the impacts were included in the
analytical procedure. The responses of the fundamental
mode were calculated from the recorded time histories of
the applied hydrodynamic forces. For the seaplana tested
and the conditions of the impacts encountered, the following
conclusions may be &a-mu
1. Good agreement between measured and computed
wing bending moments was obtained Then the three com-
ponents of the wing moment (static water-load moment,
dynamic viater-load moment, and air-load moment) were
included in the calculations.
2. The effects of structud fkcdbiity on the wing bending
moments, represented by the dynamic over-stressand under-
stress,viere large, the moment due to the dynamic component
of the total response being as much as 97 percent of that
caused by the static water-load component.
3. Although the changes in seaplane attitude during the
landing impacts were small, the mu-iation in the air-load
component of the tota~ moment was of about the same
magnitude as the static water-load component.. AIt.bough
this comparison of changes is not representative of the rela-
tive importante of the air-Ioad variation in seaplanes with
structures conducive to. large inertia-load components, it
indicates the probable signitlcance of the effects of air-load
variation since large changes in seaplane attitude must also
be considered.
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